An Interview with Alfonso Pozzo: Editor for Worldwide Documentaries
Alfonso Pozzo, an Emmy-winning bilingual
director, producer, showrunner, and creative
consultant, has worked on a range of projects
for domestic and international markets in
English and Spanish. After graduating from the
University of Michigan, Pozzo immersed himself
in the world of sports, working for nearly two
decades at Major League Baseball Productions
and the MLB Network. There, he was a Senior
Producer on Showtime series The Franchise: A
Season with the San Francisco Giants and
directed many feature length documentaries.
Although much of his work is concentrated on
baseball, Pozzo has covered a variety of
subjects through his independent production
company, Juxtapozz Films. This includes his work with Worldwide Documentaries, where he
has been most recently credited as editor on the short film Oh Mercy- Searching for Hope in the
Promised Land.
In this interview, Pozzo opens up about his background as an immigrant, the inspiration behind
his career, and explains which of his projects have meant the most to him.
How did you begin your career as a producer, editor, and director? Did you gain
inspiration from anyone in particular?
I always knew I wanted to be in Sports TV, like when I was a kid I thought I wanted to be a
sportscaster. Even as a little kid I would record sportscenter highlights and put them on the
same tape back to back to back so I could watch them over and over. But in college I did that
and I was terrible at it. Then I got an internship at ABC Sports when I was a junior in college. As
soon as I got there, I knew that was what I wanted to do. I spent the summer in New York City,
and it was the best summer of my life. My producer at the time got me a job as a runner at the
Rose Bowl, and my school the University of Michigan was there that year. There I got a taste of
being in the edit and out in the field. Later, I got a job at MLB, and I was there for almost 20
years.
The person that inspired me to do this was Emilie Deutsch, the woman who gave me the runner
gig. She cared about what I was doing, which isn’t that common for an intern. She took me on
shoots and showed me the ropes, and recently we reconnected, 20 years later.
What was it like creating Juxtapozz Films and having a freelance career?
It was a bit scary to go out on my own at first, but I had a couple of freelance contacts. It was
slow to get started, but the more work you do, the more people you meet. As long as you do
good work, people will call you back or recommend you to others. It was cool going out on my

own after having a long stint in a staff job. It gave me the opportunity to do various projects,
because for a long time I was just doing baseball. People would call me to do stuff in Spanish,
because I speak Spanish. I would help them out and that got one leg into the freelance game
that way.
Major League Baseball has been a large part of your career, leading to awards like a
National Sports Emmy and multiple New York Emmys. How did you develop as a
producer and creative during that time?
The cool thing about baseball was that you could run with what interested you the most. They
gave me a lot of free-reign from the very beginning. I could be in the edit room if I wanted to, I
could go out into the field and do interviews and features. It was a great place to become a well
rounded creative. They gave me my own show to run when I was 25, and they trusted me with
this great responsibility. As time went on, it grew, and I directed a lot more. I did weekly shows
and documentaries which were all kinds of fun.
You were the co-creator of MLB's first-ever Spanish-language weekly magazine show.
What did it mean to you to bring that part of your background to MLB?
That was huge. That was very cool early on in my career that I got to do that, because there
wasn’t a lot of that at the time. It was the early 2000s. There was no social media and barely
any internet. We built this little show from scratch and we did well over 100 episodes over the
span of five years. We kind of built this little brand, and it was great. We would show up at a
ballpark and players would know who we were, and this made our job a lot easier. The players
often made it a priority to talk to us because they wanted to do a show in their native language.
It was something I had never thought of, being a bi-cultural person. It was a realization that I
could do this job and combine it with my native language and the culture I grew up with. Stuff
that I was doing was being watched all over Honduras, where I grew up, and the rest of Latin
America. It really was the first show of its kind, and it meant the world to me.
How has being an immigrant impacted your life?
My father is Honduran and my mom was Cuban. I lived in Honduras from when I was five until I
left for college, and my dad still lives there. We are a family of immigrants, and this has been the
foundation of my life and has impacted my view on everything. I was always immersed in two
cultures. While I lived in Honduras, I spent every summer in Miami with my Cuban family. When
I arrived in Miami, my Cuban family would tell me I sound so Honduran. When I got back to
Honduras, my friend would ask me about my Cuban accent. I was the more American kid where
I grew up, but in the US, I was just another Latin kid.
When did your work with WWD begin? How has working for this organization impacted
you in both your career and personal life?
My work with Worldwide began when Craig Braden (Director of Photography) called me and
introduced me to Bob Bilheimer (President of Worldwide Documentaries). He thought it made
sense for me [to work on the WWD film Oh Mercy] because I was from Honduras, and he was
absolutely right. Honduras is a place where lots of immigrants have been coming from. This
project has opened my eyes to exactly what’s happening at the border. I knew what was

happening, but not to the full extent. It has changed me in that I have a much deeper
appreciation for everyone’s plight and struggle and everything that leads people to come to the
US. I had heard a lot of these stories before, but when you immerse yourself in it with a project
like this, it really changes your perspective. Having two little girls now, I can’t imagine having to
go through what these people do. It makes me realize how fortunate I was to have a US
passport from birth, because my mother had a US passport, and I became aware of the value of
that.
What are your thoughts on the current crisis at the border and current immigration
policies?
The most important thing is that people have to be dealt with in a humane way. It boggles my
mind that we can’t find a better way to resolve an issue that has been ongoing for decades and
will continue to go on for decades to come. It’s just about doing the right thing and treating
people humanely. Seeing what people have to go through to come here is heartbreaking, so I
am fortunate and grateful to be part of the Worldwide Documentaries team that’s telling stories
to build awareness of what's happening, because a solution is needed.
If you could pick one project from your entire career that was most important to you,
which one would it be and why?
It’s a tie between my work with Worldwide and the documentary I directed on Cuban baseball.
While that documentary wasn’t perfect, it was really important to me. I was able to go back to
Cuba and cover baseball there. To be able to touch that subject of Cuban baseball, which was
kind of a taboo thing in baseball for a long time, was really cool. It was the story of my life in a
way. This work tapped into my Cuban side, and my work with WWD has put me in touch with my
Honduran side. I covered both sides of my background with these projects and that was really
important to me.
Yankees or Mets?
Mets. As much as I love Bob and Craig, who are both Yankee fans, it’s Mets all the way. Every
summer that I went to Miami, I would come up to New York and go to Shea Stadium with my
uncle. The grass was so green, the blue was so blue, and the orange was so orange. I’ve been
a Mets fan ever since.

